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Spartan Party scores big;
only 1,185 of 25,000 vote
It was a night full of mixed
emotions as candidates for the
Associated Students offices
received election results Friday.
Just an hour after midnight,
newly elected president of
Associated Students Leo Davila
became ecstatic after discovering
he had received 54.4 percent of
the votes.
"It’s kind of weird. Not for a
second did I think it was possible," Davila said.
Spartan party candidates
swept the polls with candidates
for president, vice president and
controller all victorious.
Anthony Drummond was the
winner in the vice presidential
race and Carlos Aguirre locked up
the position of controller.
"I think overall, our party
(Spartan) approached a lot of
groups and worked as a team,"
Aguirre said. "VVe have common
goals and worked together."
Total voter turnout was down
this year. Only 1,185 votes were
cast this year compared with last
year’s 1,629 votes.
The newly elected officers will
be paid a monthly stipend. The
president receives $750 a month,
the vice president and controller
receive $350 and the members on
the board of directors receive
$106.
A small crowd gathered in
front of the Student Life Center
awaiting results. Supporters of
both parties, as well as interested
onlookers, awaited the election
outcome.
Todd Brown, a junior majoring
in political science, said he tradi-
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tionally comes out each year to
see the reactions of the candidates.
"I came just to see the reaction," said Brown. ’Traditionally,
people just show up to see the
drama unfold before their eyes."
Davila beat out incumbent
A.S. president Heather Cook by
earning 645 votes compared to
her 502. Cook thanked her supporters and Davila for keeping
the elections strictly issue-oriented.
"It is so great that there has
been no negativity," she said. "I
hope it sets the tone for the
upcoming years."
Cook, who will finish out her
term in May, said she has fulfilled
her campaign promises made to
the voters last year.
"I did things honestly and was
able to look people straight in the
eye and handle things in the most
moral way possible," she said.
Davila praised Cook for being
a tough candidate, as well as for
her year of service.
"I want to thank Heather for
being a strong opponent. She was
not a bad president. I just thought
I could do things differently,"
Davila said.
Newly elected vice president
Drummond was at a loss for
words after discovering his victorY.
"I was not expecting this. I am
still nervous. This is the first time
I ever ran for office in my life,"
Drummond said.
The race for vice president was
not close. Drummond -received
728 votes compared with Kristina
Palos, who only received 414 of
the votes.

A.S. Election Results
PRESIDENT
Heather
Cook

502
NO. of votes

VICE PRESIDENT
Kristina
Palos

Leo
Davila

414
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Anthony
Drummond

728
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Kassing said he was unable to
comment on the specifics of the
Bartz case.
"A formal search is a regular
practice; it’s very common,"
Kassing said.
He said this has been practiced
for approximately 25 years, and
it’s not just practiced for high profile positions. He said that when a
position becomes available, a job
committee is formed. The committee is comprised of university
employees and sometimes external people.
If external people are brought

since 1991, before the university
hired formally for this position.
According to the complaint
filed by Bartz, who had been
Superior Court of Santa Clara employed by SJSU since 1991, he
was not granted appointment as
County.
In November 1998, Bartz filed associate vice president for
a
discrimination
complaint human resources because he "...
against the university Bartz said was perceived as white ..."
Bartz alleges in his complaint
in the complaint he felt he was a
victim of reverse racial discrimi- that Don Kassing, vice president
of administration, told him
nation.
Bartz was the acting director because of the high profile posifor human resources for more tion, a formal search would be
than two consecutive years prior required in order to prevent affirto December 1997 and a total of mative action issues from being
three years and seven months raised.

See Bartz, page 6

Ill children gain hope
from hospital benefit
By Brandy Sailors
Staff Writer
After only three days home
from the hospital, newborn Olivia
Manning-Peeps had lost more
than a pound. Considering it took
nine months in the womb, to gain
the seven pounds she weighed at
birth, losing one pound in three
days horrified her parent,s.
Stephen and Carolyn Peeps,
frightened for their little girl’s
life, took her to Lucile Salter
Packard Children’s Hospital at

Stanford.
"She was starving even though
she was nursing," Peeps said.
For some reason her digestive
system just wasn’t working. Even
though Olivia was a full-term
baby, she couldn’t process nutrients.
"Nobody asked us when we
brought her to the hospital
whether we had insurance.
Nobody asked us to register her.
They just took her from our hands
and saved her life," Peeps said.

See Charity page 4

Joint library looks to be a go

A ’cure’ through dance

SJSU/San Jose
venture receives
nonpartisan nod

assemblyman for San Jose’s 23rd
district.
The state’s final budget is due
in July and South Bay lawmakers
say they intend to do everything
they can to make sure the joint
library project is in the final budBy Donna Carmichael
get, according to Mike Faust,
Ste-Writer
spokesman for Assemblywoman
Despite a legislative analyst’s Elaine Alquist. Faust said there is
report calling the new joint a strong united front of South Bay
library project between the city of legislators lobbying hard for the
San Jose and San Jose State joint library.
Hill’s recommendations a
University unnecessary, all predictions now suggest the venture month ago to Gov. Gray Davis are
the bottom-line assessment the
is full steam ahead.
Ken Swisher, public affairs most conservative appraisal
director for the California State according to Pamela Stacks, chair
University system, said sugges- of SJSU’s Academic Senate.
Even so, Hill’s report generated
tions that the joint library project
news stories and rumors that the
is in trouble are dead issues.
South Bay lawmakers have joint library is under the state’s
formed a united front of support criticism.
One of the reasons Hill objects
for the venture. They say the
report by the state’s non partisan to the joint library is shared ownanalyst, Elizabeth Hill, is a yearly ership and operations of the facilpart of the prebud- ity between city and state that
exercise
getary process. Lee Sturtevant could spell trouble if problems
said momentum for the joint arise.
But Rand Martin, chief of staff
library is up and moving apace
toward June 15 the deadline to for state Sen. John Vasconcellos,
submit a preliminary budget to said that argument doesn’t make
the governor. Sturtevant is leg- sense.
"If they don’t want to be part of
islative assistant to Mike Honda,

Sarah Orr/Spartan Daily
Lotte Henrikson and Stephanie Boswell of San Jose State University Dance Theater practice their
dance piece, "Rest Cure," Thursday in Spartan Complex. The group will perform Friday at the
American College Dance Festival at California State University. Hayward.
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Former employee charges university
with reverse race discrimination
A disgruntled former employee
of San Jose State University will
have his day in court.
The court hearing between
SJSU and Steve Bartz, former
interim director for human
resources at SJSU, will be held at
9 a.m Tuesday.
Hearings will take place at the

CONTROLLER

Anthony
Drummond (second from left) and
Leo Davila (center)
receive hugs and
congratulations
around 1:30 a.m.
Friday after their
election to
Associated
Students offices.
Drummond was
elected A.S. vice
president and
Davila A.S. president. Davila defeated Heather Cook.

Bartz’s complaint goes to court
By Brandy Sailors
Staff Wri ter
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Davila wins
By Tricia Herrera
Seidl-Writer
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a joint venture, why did they get
involved in the first place?"
Martin said, referring to the state.
The analyst’s report also
claims SJSU’s enrollment is down
(-1 percent) and the university is
overstating its case for more
library space and facilities.
Edd Burton, vice president of
institutional planning and academic
resources
at
SJSU,
said the university disagrees with
the enrollment assessment.
"In fact, our enrollment will be
up this year, but that isn’t being
taken into account," Burton said.
"We are already ahead 2,000
applications for fall semester
1999."
Swisher said he hasn’t heard
anything other than positives for
the joint library project.
"This thing is moving ahead
its got unanimous support,"
Swisher said.
Sturtevant said stories about
the possible demise of the joint
library project are premature.
Sturtevant said the prebudget
fiscal report comes forward at this
time every year. "It’s part of the
normal budgetary process and it’s

See Library, page 4
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plans
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Future city plans negative to university
Faculty strike means
much more than day off
n extra day off school sounds nice doesn’t it’?
Of course it does, but the reason it might happen isn’t very nice.
Last week the California Faculty Association
rejected the California State University system’s final
"last -best" contract offer
effectively ending more
than 12 months of haggling and bargaining.
Almost immediately after the faculty association
voted to reject the offer, the CSU imposed in accordance of law
the proposal which was on the table
preceding the tentative agreement. This imposed contract is substantially less than what the faculty union
had just rejected.
Now the association claims that it will protest
not only the lack of a contract, but the imposed contract by staging picket lines and sick-outs, days
where groups of employees all use sick days at once.
With all the stress and pressure of college, a day off
sounds like a really good idea, except when put in the
context that our professors are fighting a battle for
their livelihood.
There are garbage men who make more than some
of the CSU professors and lecturers.
We find this deplorable.
Obviously, we realize that money has gotten tighter
in the past decade, but we don’t feel the faculty union
is asking for more than they deserve. They certainly
deserve to make more than a garbage man. Our professors are responsible for preparing us for entry into
the working world. What does it say when our university system isn’t willing to compensate properly
those who will educate us?
To us, it says that until the CSU system is willing
to act like a big league player, we will always be second fiddle to the University of California system
The conditions of the "deal" which the CSU implemented after the faculty association rejection are a
joke.
The CFA turned down a 3 percent salary increase,
the CSU implemented a 2.5 percent salary increase.
The faculty association wanted 20 percent of the total
salary pool to go toward merit pay, the CSU implemented 40 percent toward merit pay. The CFA wanted
inclusion of department chairs in merit pay decisions,
the CSU implemented no mandatory faculty review
for merit pay decisions. The faculty union wanted an
automatic 2-year contract for lecturers with six years
of experience, the CSU declined. The CFA wanted
counselors to be eligible for sabbatical leaves, the CSU
stuck that down. The faculty association wanted
increase leave benefits including up to 20 days
maternity/paternity leave for all faculty the CSU
denied an increase in leave for part-time lecturers
including denying extending an increase in maternity/paternity leave to full-time faculty.
We realize that the university must operate within
certain economic parameters, but fair is fair. If the
state universities are to become more highly respected learning institutions, the CSU system must compensate its educators appropriately.
So as we enjoy a free day or some extra sleep, don’t
forget why we are afforded the luxury because our
professors are fighting for what they deserve.

the parking situation already atrocious
With
around San Jose State University, I’m glad
fll be out of school and out of town by the
time San Jose’s 2020 General Plan becomes a reality.
The city of San Jose’s new millennium plan for
the coveted university area will make City Hall and
the Civic Center our new neighbors.
The relocation of those two major city operations,
added to the joint library between the city of San
Jose and SJSU, will attract hundreds if not thousands of non-students to the campus area
increasing the already intense competition for a
parking spots.
Parlcing specialists on campus, who argue in
favor of the joint library, say the parking shortage is
just a perception.
They argue there are EU1 ample number of unused
parking spaces every day at the South Campus park
and ride lots on both 10th and Seventh streets.
there is always parking a mile
They are right
or two south of campus.
But I’d like to see those same big-talicing administrators, who have secured parking in the Seventh
Street garage, make an hour commute to San Jose,
and then sit and wait for another half hour for a
shuttle ride to the catnpus.
San Jose is a commuter school.
Fifty-three percent of the students enrolled in
1998 did not live in Santa Clara County, according
the SJSU Fall 1998 Census Profile Enrollment
Reports.
Using the Park and Ride shuttle buses might be
a great alternative to parking in one of the three
garages on campus for some people, but for those of
us with extremely hectic schedules, it is not appealing to add another hour (round-trip) to the already
lengthy commute t,o school.
The point is that Sall Jose State University has

become the central hub of all future developmen
plans for downtown.
The city’s goal in relocating City Hall and Civic
Center next to campus is to "integrate the San Jose
State University community within the downtown
fabric of San Jose."
But city planners haven’t asked students
whether or not they feel being integrated with City
Hall and the Civic Center is a necessary component
of higher education.
Getting books at a cheaper prices, being educated
by innovative teachers, and being able to drive into
downtown and park within walking distance of campus are important to students.
Another reason for development stated, in the
city’s plans for 2020, is to "develop high-rise structures downtown to create a dramatic skyline ..."
Are cool looking high-rises really critical to the
advancement of students in college?
I don’t think so.
City Hall and the Civic Center will possibly be
situated across from campus on San Fernando
Street between Fourth and Ninth streets. The joint
library, which is scheduled to be completed in late
2003 or early 2004, will be built on the northwest
corner of campus where the Wahlquist Library is
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Today
Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design
will present student art from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Science buildings.
For more information, call Scott
or Jenny at 924-4330.
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Daily Mass
Catholic Campus Ministry
will hold Mass at 12:10 p.m. at
the Campus Ministry Center,
located at San Carlos and 10th
streets. For more information,
call Ginny at 938-1610.
Eating Disorders Support
Group
The Student Health Center
will host the support group from
3 to 4 p.m. in the Health building, room 208. For more information, call Nancy Black at 9246118.

Time

Management Workshop

Workshop from 1:30 to 2:30
p m. in the Costanoan Room,
Student Union All students
welcome For more information,
CAll the Student Life Center at
924-5950

Opinion page policies

Second

Readers are encouraged to elfin... them.elve. on the

Workshop for the

Opinion page with a Letter to the Editor

Interview

A letter to the Editor is a 200-word reopen.. to an true or point

The (’areer Center will provide a workshop on how to han-

of
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Student Art Exhibits
The School of Art and Design
will present student art from 10
a.m. to 4 p.m. Reception from 6
to 8 p.m. Lecture series featuring Leonard Shlain, author of
’Art and Physics" and ’The
Alphabet Versus the Goddess,"
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. All events
will be held in the Art and
Industrial Science buildings.
For more information, call Scott

or Jenny at

924-4330.

Water Polo Practice
Practice from 8 to 10 p.m. at
the Aquatic Center. For more
information, call Grant
Blackburn at (650) 363-2271.

has appeanwl in the Spartan Daily

sulintismon. become the property of the Spartan Daily and may
he edited for clarity, grammar. libel and length Submissions

dle a second interview from
12:30 to 1:30 p.m. in the

mud contain the suthoes name, address, phone number,

Umunhum Room, Student
Union. For more information,
call the center at 924-6033.

signature and major.
Submisaion. may be put in the Lettere to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Rentel Hall Room 209. gent by fax

Ongoing Book Sales

to i4Oft, 924-3237. e-mmled to SIAILYelme SIND edu or mailed to
the Spartan Deily Opinion Editor School of Journalism and )41.
Communication., San Jcee State Univeraity One Washington

Sales Unit will

Joao. CA 95192-0149
Editorials are written by, and are the commenting or. the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.

Library lobby and Wahlquist
Library North, room 408 For

The Library Donations and

hold sales from
10 a.m. to 3 pm in the Clark

Square,

Published opinion, and advertisement. d not nareeminly reflect the
views of the Spartan Daily. the School of Journaliam and Moan
SJSI
Comm tiniest inn

4

Hall, room 114. For more information, call Kimb Massey at
924-4571.

Catholic Faith Series
Discussion on the Protestant
Reformation from 5 to 6:30 p.m.
at the Campus Ministry Center,
locted at 10th and San Carlos
streets. For more information,
call Ginny at 938-1610.
Daily Maas
Catholic Campus Ministry
will hold Mass at 12:10 p.m. at
the Campus Ministry Center,
located at San Carlos and 10th
streets. For more information,
call Ginny at 938-1610.

Daily Maas
Catholic Campus Ministry
will hold Mass at 12:10 p.m. at
the Campus Ministry Center,
located at San Carlos and 10th
streets. For more information,
call Ginny at 938-1610.

Ongoing Book Sales
The Library Donations and
Sales Unit will hold sales from
10 a.m. to 3 p.m. in Ihe Clark
Library lobby and Wahlquist
Library North, room 408 For
more information, call the
Acquisitions department at 924.

Marketing Association

2705.
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Trendy options
on sport utility
vehicles useless
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located.
Those three major city operations located in such
close proximity to the university will inevitably
increase the amount of pedestrian and vehicle congestion around campus.
I’m not in favor of any project that will make it an
even more difficult to get through the urban jungle
to campus.
So, why should I care? So, why should the mikjority of students, who may not be here in 2004 and
definitely not here in 2020, care?
For me, the answer easy. My grandmother, father
and aunt and uncle all went to this university. The
likelihood of younger generations in my family
going to this college is great and I feel compelled
to get involved in the future of SJSU.
Another reason to oppose big development
around the campus is simply that you get to tell
your friends, family and children you were part of
preventing a project that, if actualized, would have
negatively impacted students.
You can get involved in the decision-making
process by attending San Jose’s B.E.S.T. (Bringing
Everyone’s Strengths Together) assessment meeting, where people are encouraged to raise issues
concerning youth and service needs in San Jose.
City councilmembers Cindy Chavez and George
Shirakawa will be hosting the meeting from 6:30
p.m. to 8:30 p.m., Tuesday at Washington School on
100 Oak Street in San Jose.
It is really easy to say "Who cares, I’m leaving
anyway." But remember, the most rewarding things
in life are not always generated from taking the
path of least resistance.
rrently

General meeting from 4:30 to
5’45 p.m. in the Costanoan

Student Union. For more
information, call Hanh at 251-

Late Afternoon and Evening
Student Activities

Room,

Commuter

1653.

The Student Life Center will
provide free snacka and coffee

Free French Movie
Le Cercle Francais will present ’Betty," at 7 p.m. in
Sweeney Hall, room 100. For
more information, call Jean -Luc
Desalvo at 924-4611
Health Science
Undergraduate Student
Aesociation
Meeting from 5.30 to 6.45
p m in Pacheco Room, Student
Union For more information.
call Charlotte Potente in 924 St ISA

Tueaday

more information. call the
Acquisitions department at 924-

Semester

in England

2705

noon to 1 p.m

Information meeting from

in Hugh Gillis

from 4 to 5:35 p.m. in the
University Room, Student
Union. For more information,
call Jane Boyd at 924-5950.
.

Mangement

Workshop
The Re -Entry Advisory
Program will host workshop
from noon to 1:15 p.m. in the
Pacheco Room, Student Union.
For more information, call Jane
Boyd 924-5950.

Sparta Gelds is provided free of
charge to students, faculty and staff The
deadline for entries It; noon, thn9 days
before deeired plibluation date Entry
rns an available in the Spartan Dray
Office Spare restrictions may requite
editing of submissions

ecently, I watched
an episode of "The
Simpsons," in which
Homer Simpson purchased
a sport utility vehicle
the fictional Canyonero
A*
after seeing how fast it
9
was able to escape from an
overcrowded parking lot.
Unfortunately for Homer, the Canyonero he
purchased was the so-called "women’s model," so
he abandoned it in the driveway for his wife Marge
to drive. Marge eventually warmed up to driving
it, and within a few days, she turned into an
aggressive driver.
Relax, I won’t rant here about aggressive sport
utility vehicle drivers.
But I just don’t understand why these cars are
so popular, especially here in the Bay Area.
Is there really any reason for anyone in this city
to purchase a four-wheel -drive vehicle?
When was the last time it snowed here?
Is four-wheel drive really necessary for freeway
driving?
Furthermore, some of the accessories on these
cars are ludicrous. For example, the plastic protective guards mounted on the exterior lights.
What do these lights need protecting from? Are
sport utility owners planning to go on safari en
masse?
The frivolousness of these light guards is outdone only by the headlight wipers offered by a
Mercedes-Benz model.
The cost of sport utilities is reason enough to go
looking for something smaller say, a Boeing 747.
On average, they cost about $30,000.
That’s a $500-a-month car payment
a little
too steep for my taste.
It’s also a little too steep for some of the folks
who are buying them, but they’re too busy trying
to keep pace with the neighbors to notice.
If I had $30,000 just itching to burn a hole in
my pocket, I’d plunk half of it down for stock in
each of the "Big Three"
Ford, Chrysler and GM
automakers and the other on an economical car.
I’d rather put my money into something sure to
earn a profit than buy something that’s going to
lose half its value as soon as I drive it off the lot.
Speaking of money, how much does it cost to fill
the gas tanks on these behemoths?
The average miles per gallon on these vehicles
is about 12 to 20 and that’s ridiculous. The heavy
weight of the sport utility also contributes to that.
Those vehicles can never stop being thirsty for
more.
All it would take for sport utility owners to go
running back to small cars would be for the
Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries to
get its act together and start raising oil prices
again.
What’s that, you say? It can’t happen? But it
already has
twice.
Does anyone else remember the ’70s, when
OPEC showed us who was really leading the oil
dance? The price of oil doubled nearly overnight,
causing rationing and long lines at gas stations.
Because of lower oil prices since then,
Americans have flocked to these larger vehicles.
But is bigger really better or is it just more
wasteful?
Most people love the sport utility cars because
it’s great for families, ski trips, cross country trips
and off-roading.
Homer Simpson was right to park the
Canyonero in his driveway.
He just forgot to put a "For Sale" sign on it.
Igor Bilis is a Spartan Daily staff writer
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Clash burned by Fire in opener
By Lance Swanson
Staff Writer
After dominating the game
during the first half, in which they
held a 1-0 lead, the San Jose
Clash fell apart in the second half
Saturday.
The Clash allowed defending
champion Chicago Fire three
goals and lost the game 3-1 in the
Major League Soccer opener for
both teams.
Fire forward Ante Razov scored
two goals, and Chicago midfielder
Jerzy Podbrozny added another as
Chicago took control during the
second half, and outshot San Jose
12-3.
Sourday’s Score
ChiC090

Fir

So, I,se
Clash captain and defender
John Doyle was disappointed by
the loss.
"We lost our discipline in the
second half," Doyle said. "When
you lose your discipline, you get
punished by a good team, and
Chicago is a very good team."
The Clash had the majority of
the scoring chances in the first
half and sent the Spartan
Stadium crowd of 15,238 into a
frenzy with its first goal by forward Jeff Baicher.
In the 32nd minute, Doyle
gained possession of the ball in
the center circle at midfield. He
fed a perfect long ball to midfielder Scott Bower, who stopped it
with his foot it in the Chicago box.
Chicago goalkeeper Zach
Thornton challenged Bower, but
Bower fed a perfect cross to
Baicher, who was running into the
left side of the box. Baicher buried
the header into the lower left corner of the goal.

"It was a great finish," Bali:her
said.
Chicago coach Bob Bradley had
praise for the Clash’s hard play,
but said his team was able to take
over in the second half because of
their experience playing together.
"It’s their (the Clash’s) first
game together," Bradley said.
"Obviously, it will take some time
for them to come together as a
team."
Of the Clash’s active roster of
22 players, only nine remain from
last year’s 13-19 club.
Baicher was frustrated by the
loss and said the Clash needs to
work to find the same type of
team chemistry Chicago has.
’They’ve had the same team
together for the past 50 games or
so, and that makes a difference,"
Baicher said.
Chicago has the same 11
starters that won the championship last season.
Clash coach Brian Quinn said
he was pleased with the energy
his team displayed, but he was
upset about the breakdown in the
second half
"They (Chicago’s players) had
more experience, and it paid off for
them in the second half," Quinn
said. "When they tied the game up,
that seemed to turn the tide. We
broke down in the second half"
Razov had his way with the
Clash defenders, scoring twice
and just missing a third tally
when he blasted a shot off the left
post.
Razov scored both goals by
beating Clash goalkeeper David
Kramer one-on-one in the box.
On the second goal by Razov, he
took a beautiful long ball pass
from defender Lubos Kubik,
trapped the ball on the instep of
his right foot, settled it, and fired
it past Kramer.
On that particular goal, Bower
thought Razov was offside and
failed to mark the Fire forward

Alb

Midfielder Chris Armas of the Chicago Fire (left) attempts to avoid
midfielder Carlos Farias of the San Jose Clash during the game

Dai Sugano/Spartan Dart%
Saturday at Spartan Stadium. The game was the opening game for
both teams. The Clash lost 3-1.

into the Clash goal area.
Bradley said Razov is becoming one of MLS’ elite players.
"Ante is hoping he can move up

debut when he entered the game
in the 58th minute, but San Jose’s
midfielders were unable to get
him the ball in the Chicago box.

to the next level of play," Bradley
said.
All-time MLS scoring leader
Raul Diaz Arce made his Ctash

"When you have players like
Ronald (Cerritos) and Raul, the
key is to provide them with serviceable balls," Quinn said.

Fast start paces Spartan win
By Rhoda Daclison
Staff Writer

Sarah Orr/Spartan Daily
Neva West, San Jose State University water polo player, swims toward the ball Thursday in a
game against Indiana University. The Spartans won 9-5.

SPartaniShorts
Baseball
Sam Piraro moved to within
one win of 400 in his career as
head coach of the San Jose State
University team Saturday.
The win also helped avoid a
three-game sweep by Brigham
Young University and improved
Spartan starter Vince LaCorte’s
record to 5-1.
LaCorte carried a shutout into
the eighth inning before being
relieved by Chris Sherman in the
ninth inning with the score 4-3.
Spartan Junior Ruiz scored the
winning run in the top of the ninth
on a single by Dan Winterberg.
The hit was Winterberg’s only in
the game. Todd Duncan had two
RBIs in the game for the Spartans.
The Spartans (16-12, 7-2 in the
WAC) lost the two previous games
14-9 and 8-5.
Softball
A 6-2 loss to the University of
Ohio Sunday eliminated the
Spartans from the Sacramento
State Capital Classic Tournament.
The Spartans (11-28, 2-4) went
3-4 with wins over Southeast
Southwest
State,
Missouri
Missouri State and Por tland State.
one win
just
had
Although she
to show for it, Asia Easley pitched
impressively for the Spartans. She
had a shutout against Southwest
Missouri and gave up just one run
in 17 innings of work.

Gymnastics
As a team, the Spartans were
unable to win any of the four
events and lost 190.950-187.575 to
California State University,
Fullerton.
Annie Snellgrove, the Spartans’
t,op all-around performer did not
compete. That left Kimberly
Cianci as the Spartans’ only allaround performer. She scored a
36.500.
Tasya Talbot and Danielle
Wasko won their individual
events, the floor and vault, respectively. Talbot scored a 9.825 and
Wasko scored a 9.700.
Talbot’s second place and
Carissa Medeiros’ third place finishes on the balance beam were
the only other Spartan scores in
the top three.

The Indiana Hoosiers’ lack of
momentum during Thursday’s water
polo match gave the Spartans an
easy victory.
About 30 people gathered at the
Aquatic Center Thursday afternoon
to watch the match between San
Jose State University and Indiana
University. It ended with a final
score of 9-5, giving the Spartans a
10-11 record.
The Spartans’ first goal came a
minute and a half in the first period
when Christy Taylor thrust the ball
past the Hoosiers’ goaltender
Kirsten Mayberry.
Taylor scored two other goals during the game and assisted teammates, Elizabeth Garcia and
Natasha Young-Heisel, in four others.
Minutes into the second period,
Taylor passed the ball to YoungHeise], who in turn whizzed it
behind Mayberry for a sneak-in shot.
Head coach Lou Tully said he was

happy with the victory.
"Although the team was a little
complacent toward the end, they got
off to a good start," Tully said.
While the Spartans remained in
sync throughout, the Hoosiers
seemed riddled with problems.
Spartan goaltender Liz Holtz easily deflected two attempts to score
during the first period.
Throughout the game, the
Hoosiers were hesitant in their
attempt to score. The team’s first
goal came five minutes into the second period by driver Kristin
Carpenter.
Indiana’s other goals came late in
the game during the fourth period,
which followed a pep talk by head
coach Barry King.
Still, the Hoosiers’ effort was not
enough to prevent the Spartans from
scoring nine goals total, one of which
was scored accidentally.
Early in the third period,
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Spartans’ Neva West shot the ball
toward the net, but it ended up short
by a foot. Instead of Mayberry scooping the ball out of the way, it floated
past her for a goal.
Spartan coaches and players
agreed it was a pleasant feeling to
win against Indiana with such a
large margin.
"I’m very pleased with the victory," Tully said. "This was definitely
an easier win for us than some other
matches we’ve played so far in the
season."
West scored the Spartans’ seventh
goal with an amazing long shot from
halfway down the pool.
"Toward the end, we didn’t take it
(the match) as seriously," West said.
"We were willing to try new things as
a team."
Jessamyn Grewel said this was an
easier win for the Spartans.
"It’s good to win," Crewel said. "It
gives you this nice feeling all over."
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BE A MATRIX MODEL
Love all the trendy new hair but not the prices?
Then check us out!
Get a tree cut. color. and or/perm. We
need models to demonstrate the trends.
No exPerience necessary.Just one of the
best beauty opPortunities ever!
Matrix statf will be on campus on
Tues. March 23 tram 9 am-4PM 10t51110_UPS
Model call is Thurs. Aoril 22 at
The San Jose Hilton
300 Almaden Blvd.
For mom info. call Jack Garris 1-800-2822822
ext. 3087
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Whatever your plans,
remember to play smart

Sex, drugs, & alcohol education. Visit the
PEP Center table on Marc!-I 2.E, 24, & 25.
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Charity: Helping out
Continued from page 1
This kind of act, the kind that
are rarely heard of, touched
Stephen Peeps in such a way, he is
now the President and CEO for
the
Lucile
Salter
Packard
Foundation of Children’s Hospital
fund-raising foundation.
The San Jose Auxiliary owns a
year-round thrift shop and 80 percent of the intake is donated to
the hospital. The other 15 percent
is used for phone, PG&E and
other maintenance.
Saturday night marked the
grand re opening of The Thrift
Box. The old Willow Glen Theater,
the home of The Thrift Box, just
underwent a $500,000 renovation
that incorporated a second floor to
maximize the building’s space.
Renovations were made possible
completely from grants, donations
and private funding.
The invitation -only party was
also the unveiling of the new wall
commemorating the hospital. A
check for $45,000 was also presented to Stephen Peeps on behalf
of the auxiliary at the party. This
money was accrued from The
Thrift Box for the first quarter of
1999, January to March.
The children’s hospital has a
simple mission and a not so simple way of upholding that mission.
The foundation’s mission is to
assure no child is turned away.
The fund-raising foundation is
comprised of seven auxiliaries,
that through different means,
donated a combined total of more
than a $1 million t,o the children’s
hospital in 1998.
The San Jose Auxiliary’s
means of donating come solely
from The Thrift Box in Willow
Glen. The thrift store is completely owned and operated by the volunteers, which include many San
Jose State University alumnae.
Jeanette Felice, who studied
commercial art at SJSU, put her
artistic skills to use with four
hours of decorating work for the
gala event. She becarne a volunteer 12 years ago, when her friend
introduced her to the auxiliary.
Her friend volunteered in San
Jose and took Felice on a tour at
the hospital.
"When we toured the hospital,
the children seemed so helpless,
but they had so much courage,"
Felice said.
Primary education alumna
Bobbe George has volunteered for
23 years at the Packard Auxiliary.
She has organized luncheons and
meeting’s, contributed to the auxiliary’s newsletter and served as
president in 1991.
Having three children of her
own, along with her love for children, the children’s hospital was a
perfect cause for George.
"My family has always been
involved in the community and
Stanford had a great reputation,"
George said.
The Lucile Salter Packard
Children’s Hospital at Stanford
provides care for children with
more serious conditions, which
includes cancer treatments, traumas, infectious diseases, brain
surgery and transplants such as
heart, liver and bone marrow.
"The Auxiliaries pay for children who otherwise couldn’t
afford to go to Stanford," George
said.
Jennifer Rogers, a 23-year-old
waitress and accounting student,
gave birth to her second daughter,
Samantha, in January. Samantha
was born with her umbilical cord
wrapped around her neck and
she’s been in the hospital ever
since.
Samantha has spent the last

lt11190)

month
at Good
Samaritan
Hospital, with a team of Lucile
Packard doctors. Rogers said her
baby’s esophagus had not fully
developed, and she had a severe
problem with reflex and couldn’t
keep food down.
Samantha just underwent
surgery on Thursday to aid her in
For more
keeping food down.
than a month, Samantha was loaing more weight than she was
gaining.
On Sunday, Rogers reported
Samantha had sucked on a pacifier for most of the day a normal
occurrence for most babies at that
but a first for Samantha.
age
Rogers said it was a nice surprise when she received a phone
call and letter of introduction
from the children’s hospital. She
said the hospital offered to assist
if bills accrued that her insurance
wouldn’t cover.
"It was a nice surprise that
people are actually taking the
time to help other people that
might not be able to get certain
(medical) things done because of
financial reasons," Rogers said.
There are seven Bay Area auxiliaries that hold different events
to raise money for the children’s
hospital.
The San Francisco
Auxiliary hosts the Black and
White Ball from which all the proceeds are donated to the hospital.
The donated money is put into
a fund reserved for the 40 percent
of patients who have no, or undercompensated, insurance said
Peeps.
Among the mingling guests,
Mayor Ron Gonzalez made a brief
appearance.
"I want to support this effort,
The Lucile Packard Children’s
Hospital is a wonderful asset to
have, they do a lot of work here in
San Jose. The proceeds go directly
t,o the Lucile Packard hospital, so
it’s a way to say thank you and to
thank the people who volunteer
their hours here and provide this
great service," Gonzalez said.
Peeps’ daughter, Olivia, will be
3 years old on April 14, thanks to
the Lucile Packard Children’s
Hospital. Peeps said he is truly
blessed twice by the miracle
named Olivia. The first blessing
was the possibility of having a
child at the later stages of their
lives, and the second was having
her life saved.

Election: 1,185 voters
Continued from page 1
Immediately after the results
were displayed, both candidates
hugged one another and vowed to
continue to keep a relationship.
"We’re going to work together,"
Drummond told Palos. "The door
is always open."
Palos, although disappointed,
said she is proud she followed her
desires and wished the best of
luck to Drummond.
"I know Anthony will do a
great job. He was a very worthy
opponent," Palos said.
Drummond said his purpose
was to get students to vote no
matter who they voted for.
The race for controller was
close. Aguirre received 606 votes,
just nudging out Rai-mon Barnes,
who had 522 votes.
Aguirre said he is honored to

Continued from page 1

Only 1,185 students out of 25,000 voted In the election
Party Vote%
A.S. Board position
Spartan 54.40%
President - Leo Davila
Vice President - Anthony Drummond Spartan 61.40%
Spartan 51.10%
Controller - Carlos Aguirre
Academic Affairs - Stacey Roberson Blusi&Gold 69.20%
Spartan 54.30%
Business Affaris - Megan Dunn
Spartan 74.70%
Cal State Affairs - Ivan Juarez
Spartan 49.50%
Communications - DeAnne Miller
Community Affairs - Sheree Hoggro Spartan 46.70%
Environmental Affairs - Anthony Mitchell Spartan 46.70%
Spartan 76.40%
Ethnic Affairs - Lisa Reyes
Intercultural Affairs - Carlos Jimenez Spartan 78.70%
Write In 11.03%
Non-Trad Minority - Anthony Mitchell
Spartan 47.80%
Personnel - Rafael Chavez
Spartan 43.40%
Sponsored Programs - William Hauser
Bluo&Gold 67.30/0
Student Rights - Amy White
Student Services - Michelle Pollara Spartan 74.50%

pus support budget (a contingency
reserve fund), and the final $10
million will be met through donations.
SJSU has already received a $1
million gift from the Packard
Foundation, designated for the
latest "information technologies"
in the new library.
If the state were to drop its
support for the joint library, by
removing it from the budget, then
the project is dead, according to
Terry Christensen, chair of
SJSU’s political science department.
"It’s too much money to raise in
any other way," he said.
However, Christensen said he
does not think that is going to
happen.

kii**Ak4ikirAl

If you are
what you eat,
why not cut
back on fat?

used as a guideline only," she said.
Sturtevant said things will
really start happening in May and
June, after tax revenues are talare
Spending choices
lied.
weighed after the numbers are
assessed and the budget sub committees have finished their work,
she said.
Silicon Valley lawmakers are
asking the state to earmark about
$70 million from the budget for
the joint library. The state’s final
budget is expected to operate at a
$1.3 billion surplus, according to
Hill’s report.
The idea of the joint library
project was first put forward
about two years ago by former
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up to a $65,000 limit.
The offer applies to Perkins Loans, Stafford Loans,
and certain other federally insured loans, which are not
in default.
And debt relief is just one of the many benefits
you’ll earn from the Army. Ask your Army Recruiter.

ARMY. BEwww
ALL
YOU CAN BE:
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to work for and we
want you to join us!

A.S. Election winners

San Jose Mayor Susan Hammer
and SJSU President Robert
Caret. The proposed 465,000
square foot library, to be built on
the northwest corner of the SJSU
three
the
where
campus,
Wahlquist buildings now stand, is
million.
at
$171
estimated
Under the partnership, the city
will contribute $70 million
Redevelopment
through
its
Agency, and the CSU will contribute $101 million. The CSU
portion requires a $70 million outlay from the state budget this
year.
Another $16 million will be
generated from higher education
bonds, passed in November. The
remaining $15 million will be met
by SJSU: $5 million from the cam-

Under the Army’s
Loan Repayment
program, you could get
out from under with a
three-year enlistrnent.
Each year you serve
on active duty reduces
your indebtedness by onethird or $1,500, whichever amount is greater,

We’ve
Been
Named
One of the
Top 10
Companies...

be elected and knows he has a big
job ahead of him. He acknowledged Barnes as a worthy competitor.
"I have a lot of respect for Ftaimon. He challenged me to be a
better candidate and board member," he said.
Barnes was unavailable for
comment.
Measures N and 0 both passed
by a majority of votes.
Measure N will change titles of
the A.S. Board of Directors.
Measure 0 will clean up standing
boards and committees.
After waiting more than three
hours for the election results,
Fernando Cabrera said he was
more than satisfied with the outcome.
"I think this is a statement
from the students that we want a
change," he said.

4011. dedial0 NOW edam
MANAGEMEIff TRAINEES - BAY AREA LOCATIONS
This is an entry level position assisting in all operational
functions such as processing customer transactions, developing
a client base and conducting all other daily operational
activities. Our program provides trainees with the tools and
skills to rapidly advance to the next level. Candidates should
possess a high energy level, some customer service experience,
a willingness to learn business from the ground up, and
maintain a flexible attitude toward working and training. We
require a 4 year degree or relevant experience, a clean DMV
record, a valid California driver’s license, and strong
communication skills.

In exchange, we offer:
Entry level pay plus an incentive plan
Promotional opportunities
Expansive benefit package
40Ik & pension plan after lyear of service
Please send your resume to:
The Hertz Corporation
Job CSUSJ99
P.O. Box 759, Millbrae, CA 94030
or FAX (650)-259-2910
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AMERICA
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on
’The politics are all there
the city side, on the university’s
side and in the state legislature,
and I would suspect in the governor’s office as well," Christensen
said.
Sandy Harrison, spokesman
for the state’s department of
finance, said the joint library is
still in the budget.
"We are in the process of going
through the budget sub committee hearings, and so far, no one
has indicated they want to take it
out of the budget, and we are not
aware of any plans afoot to do so,"
Harrison said.
"We still think it’s a good Euid
justified
worthwhile project
and worth the money we Want to
spend on it," Harrison said.
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Join us at UCLA Summer Sessions!

REGISTER ONLINE
More than 500 courses, including lower division,
upper division, and graduate level study.
Travel Study Programs, internships, intensive languages,
and special programs available.
Full laboratory courses in Physics, Biology, and Chemistry.
On-campus housing, parking, and the use of campus recreation
facilities are available to summer sessions students.

FOR MORE INFORMATION.
Web site: www.summer.uda.edu
email: info@summer.ucla.edu
FAX: (310) 794-8160
Phone: (310) 794-8333
SESSION A: JUNE 28 - AUGUST 6
SESSION B: JULY 19 - AUGUST 27
SESSION C: AUGUST 9 - SEPTEMBER 17
REGISTRATION FEE (COVERS ALL THREE SESSIONS): $260.00
COURSE FEES: $98 PER UNIT FOR MOST COURSES. SOME ARE HIGHER.

UCLA
SUNIM(R SESSIONS
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Library: Nonpartisan support on joint project

THIS YEAR A LOT OF COLLEGE
SENIORS WILL BE GRADUATING
INTO DEBT.
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The SPARTAN DAILY
MALIN WGGAGE in Vailey Far Mall
makes no claim for products or seeks energetic personalities
services advertised below nor Is to join our team. Good pay.
there any guarantee Implied. The Rex hours GREAT Environment.
classified colonels al the Spartan Apply in person or call Cindy
Daly consist of paid acivertigng 408-244-7370.
and offerings are not approved or
yenned by Me newspaper.
TEACHER’S ASST, WANTED
P/T M -F 2pm-6pm. F/T hours
in summer. No exp. necessary.
$7.50/hr to start. Great job
EMPLOYMENT
for student! Call Sharon at
RESPONSIBLE? OUTGOING? (408)738-1385 or 245-7285.
Like Different Types Of Music?
Want To Wak
Cri The lAteelerds? UFEGUARD/SWIM INSTRUCTOR
Call 408-270-1249 to work as a Central YMCA es now hog for summer
and irnmedate employment. Ircbx
DJ for one of the Bay Area’s Top DJ
Corripenies.No Decadence Necessary.
ard outliod pods. Pcrttime to
Wa Iran. Must have ore erode car.
40 hrsAseek. Fun smearing*.
Retie schedule. C412984717 x34
fix more recirration.
LEADERS/TEACHERS/AIDES
Los Gatos-Saratoga Recreation
FREE CD HOLDERS, T-SHIRTS,
Summer Day Camp F/T
Summer Aquatics F/T or P/T
Pre-Paid Phone Cards, Eam
School Yr. Elem. Day Care P/T
$1000 parttime on campus.
DAY CAMP: Begins 6/14 and
Students or Student
finishes the vseek 8/16. Camps
Organizations Call for info.
are M -F, 7:30am-6pm. K thru
188-358-9099.
5th grade. No ECE units req.
Range: 55.78-515.35 per hr. SPRING AND SUMMER JOBS!
Looking for F/T, exp. staff who The Princeton Review is hiring
can work the majority of the bright. dyanamic people to
summer weeks. Assessment teach Spring and Summer SAT
Center on Sat, April 3 at the Los preparation courses. Part-time.
Gatos Recreation CU., 123 E. Starting pay $16 hourly. Call
Main Street to screen applicants after 3pm 1 -800-2-REVIEW.
for Day Camp. Janet Sumpter. at
SUMMER MANAGEMENT
(408)354-8700 x223.
POSITIONS
SCHOOL YEAR: Elementary Sch.
Age Recreation prog., P/T from Now hinng high-achieving students
2-6pm, M-F, No ECE units req. for a managerial position, which
Some P/T positions in the through training, support. effort &
integrity. results in personal &
AM from approx. 7 - 11:30am.
professional growth.
No ECE units req. Range:
Average eamings $9200.
Janet
55.78-511.80 per hr. Call
www.varsitystudent.com
Sumpter, (408)354-8700 x223.
1-800-295-9675.
LOVE KIDS...UKE TO SWIM?
SOCIAL SERVICES Part-time
Call today! Now hiring caring
(20 hr/wk) positions available
tew.lbs. Spring/summer swim
with youth serving agency.
lessons. Experience ts a plus. We
vAll train you. Starting 510+/hr.
Opportunities Include program
Full/P-artame. Apply at AVAC, 5400 delivery, community organizing,
and administrative support.
Camden Ave. SJ (408)267-4032.
Salary $10 to $11.50 an hour.
Resume and cover letter to
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
Dept. MM. Girl Scouts of Santa
PAID
55
to
lose
up
to get 55
Clara County, 1310 S. Bascom
to 30 ibs in the next 30 days.
Ave., San Jose.95128 or Fax
Natural. Guaranteed.
(408) 287-8025AA/E0E.
Call (888)240-3710.
SALES/MARKETING P/T evenings,
late March-mid-June. Must have
strong computer skills and an
excellent telephone personality.
Starting at 58 per hour. Apply at
AVAC Svnm School, 5400 Camden
Ave. Si 95124. (408)2674032
PART-71111E MERCHANDISER
Klutz, a company specializing
in children’s activity products, is
seeking an articulate peopleperson
to stock. clean and mend Klutz
products in stores in your area.
This enthusiastic self-starter will
serve as a Klutz ambassador to
book & gift stores and keep a keen
eye on the maintainance and
aPpearance of Klutz displays. This is
a job that will require you to shake
hands as inert as to repair or rebuild
a display rack. You will also be driving
your car to are between stores. This
is a part-time, hourly position of
1520 hrs per week. The schedule is
somewhat flexible. Retail exp.
a plus. Pay is $10.00/hr. Fax
resume to Kate Moore. 6538.579110 or mail to 455 Portage Ave.
Palo Alto. CA94306
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
offers positions for:
Directors Assistant Directors
Teaches Tischer Mos
FT & PT opportunities available
working with infant/toddler.
preschool & school age children.
COI/CDC offers a competitive
salary, excellent benefrts package
to FT & PT employees and an
enriching work environment. For
positions avail at our centers irr
San Joni, Sunnyvale, Los Attos,
Campbell, Swatoga. Cupertino.
& Redwood City
Morgan
cal (403)371.9,300 or
tit reSUFT135 to (408) 371.7685
e-mail: jandersonecdiodc.org
For more info about CDI/CDC &
qualifications, call our 24 Hour
Jobline 1-888-9-CDICDC EOE
TELEMARKETING SUPERVISOR
Needed to mobvate. recruit. train and
sciffleWse a team of telernaieters
offee staff in our downtown Sas Jose
location. Must be available to wort.
dais, merings. ard or ueeleres. Must
have basic PC knowledge and enifir
undring vAth people. Vie vel train you.
Great growth potential and benefits
package. We are a 24 year old
company promoting the Bay Area ’s
best newspapers. Please fig resume
and cover letter to 5165053191 or
errei buttars@home.com. Questions?
Cal 5105051500, ask tor Babe.
Certain advertisements In
these coteries may Wee tile
reader to speciRe telephone
numbers or addresses for
additional Information.
Classified loaders should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts. they
should require complete
Information before sending
money for goods or *styles*
In addition. readers should
carefully Investigate all ’Inns
offering empioyment IfstiriP
areoupons for discount
merlons or merchandise.

DAY CAMP JOBS! Counselors
wanted for San Jose day camp
with emphasis on multi-cultural
environment and sports programs
for girls. M-F. June-Aug, salary +
bnfts. 287-4170, ext. 260
EXPERIENCED SITTER for 2-10
mo. old kids. 8-15 hrs/week in
the daytime. References required.
Call Sue 267-2769.
DREYER’S GRAND ICE CREAM
is looking for full and part-time
merchandisers throughout the Bay
Area. Must drive own vehichle.
$10.00/hour to start dus mileage
Call Debi at 1-800-454-3442.
ed 9021
TEACHERS WANTED
"KIDZ KLUB"
the On-Site Child
Care Center of the
DANIELSSON CHANG
LAW OFFICES.
has openings for
P/T and F/T teachers.
The center provides full time
care for law office staff
children and drop-in care for
children of clients while
they are visiting our office.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
- just energy. creativity, and a
LOVE OF CHILDREN!
CALL (408)364-0345

TENNIS INSTRUCTOR neededfor COMPUTER PROGRAMMER:
Campbell Recreation. M/T/W/TH Musalman.com is a startup Islamic
websilte/seach ergne. We ae exared
6 43 an. 5113/hr. Cal 4C6 8662740
in downtown San Jose. 4 biodcs from
DIRECTORS, TEACHERS, AIDES STS11. We ae iciddrg fix a progarrrner
Thinking about a career working familiar with C/Perl/C-1- (CGI), DB2,
withchildren? The YMCA of Santa Oradedatabases for interne applica
Clara Valley is now hiring for tions in UNIX & NT environments.
preschool & school-age childcare Resp:insibilties
Indy* the anayas
centers in San Jose, Cupertino. and design, coding, testing, docu
Santa Clara. Los Gatos, mentation and implementation of
Saratoga, Campbell. Evergreen, progams for criine application. Must
Milpitas. Full & part-time avail- be a self-starter. If interested
able. Hours flexible around in this position, send resume to
school.Fun staff teams, great jobs@musalman.com or fax at
experience in working with (408)2946659. Attn Nt.salmsn Jobs.
children, career advancement,
BICYCLE MESSENGER
and good training opportunities.
Parttime. Flexible Hours.
Teachers require minimum 6
units in ECE, ecucat i o n . rec reGreat for Students!
ation, psychology, sociology. Serving Downtown Sanlose.
Inner City Express.
physical education and/or other
related fields. Please call Beth 22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.
Profio at 408-291-8894 for more
information and locations.
mama WEE1030 JOB MAR
Need Enthusiasm to hold sign
to direct buyers to new homes
SUMMER CPAIP 10BM
Call Toll Free 1-888-304-0088.
Counselors and Speagists for
horseback riding art, performance
TELEMARKETING
aft Env. Ed. backpadeng
Part/Full-Time. Day, Eve. and
gannastics and archery at two
Wknd shifts AMA*. Sell &covet
resident girls camps in Santa Cruz
newspaper subaiptions
Mtre. and day carry in San Jose.
Salary plus bonus.
lifeguards, food service. mant,
location: 31N 2rd St. *270
and health staff also needed.
4%/49402C0 Media Ranotions.
JuneAug, salary + bets.
Call or come in TODAY!
287-4170. ext. 260.
ACTION DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
PLUS seeking Infant, Toddler. and
Reschod Teachers and Aides. F/T &
P/T positions available. Substitute
positions are also available that
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
acquired for teacher positions but
not required for Aide positions.
Excellent opportunity for Child
TEACHER OPPORTUNITIES
High quality licensed childcare Development majors. Please call
year
olds.
Cathy
for an intenew at 244-1968
2-12
centers for
Recreation enrichment curriculum. or fax resume to 2487350.
..Elexible PT/FT positions
BEIMV930 TIMMS weak’ w/speclat
Days, Eve. Weekends
Team Environment
needs kids. Training pranded. Driving
repined. Exp. w/kids pref. P/T only
Min 6 ECE required
Earn while you learn afternoons. $12/hr. 4003937-9580
In house training
VALET PARKING ATTENDANTS
Benefits Available
Ambitious & energetic people
Growing throughout the Bay Area.
KidsPark. 2%17929. RR 2%7366
needed. FT/PT. Eam 58-$15 per
hour (average). Flexible. will work
around your school schedule.
$1500 WEEKLY PCttENTLAL
mailing our circulars. Free
Lots of fun and eam good money.
information. Call 202-452-5901.
Call (408)867-7275, leave
voicernail or email us at
vwvw.corinthianparking.com .
HELP WANTED
Leave name and number where
Earn Extra Cash!! Make your awn
you can be contacted.
hoursl! Responsible students to
market/manage Citibank ambers
BULLDOG GOLF CO. is hiring
comma. Air 6.eweAl Eam
sales representatives for our
5400-)/week, Call Rose at
office located adjacent to SJSU.
14300950E472.
No experience needed. We will
PART TIME ADMINSTRATIVE train. Minimum of $10 per hour
position with dynamic. growing to $20 per hour + bonuses +
IT company in San Jose area. incentives. Fun environment.
20 + hrs flexible schedule, Must 408-971-1645
have excellent organization and
customer skills, knowledge of GROONIEFt’S ASST/ICENNEL HELP
computer sand word processing needed for small, exclusive
applications. user level MS shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
Windows experience. Fax or Must bereliable. honest, able to
e-mail resume: 510-249-9125 / do physical work. Exp. working
w/dogs preferred, but will train.
shivalgiunitek.com
Great oppty for dog b.er! $6.50 hr.
JOB OPPORTUNITIESII! Can FAX resume to 408/3770109
BALANCE ’Your Staffing Solution" or Call 371-9115.
2355 De La Cruz Blvd.
Santa Clara. CA 95050 NO BOSS! WORK FROtI HOME
Health. Fitness. Nutntion.
408-980-9000
TEL:
$500 53,000/mo.
FAX:
408-980-9950
P/T or F/T
www.balancestaff.com
No experience necessary!
Positions Available: Warehouse,
(888) 5907642 or
Clerical, Administrative Assistant.
(408)87943342.
ertinufacturing. Customer Service.
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
looking for
INFANT TEACHER ASSISTANT
(12:00 6:30) M -F and
TEACHER ASSISTANT
(7:30-3:30) M.F.
Contact Usa at 408-723-5140.

AFTER SCHOOL CHILD CARE
needed. Loving family is looking for
someone to spend the aftemoon
virth children ages 7 & 10. Some
GENERAL HELP for small mattress tutonng may be required. Car
store. Close to SJSU. Inforrnal necessary. Num Rock area. M & W
atmosphere. Jeans OK Flexible Hrs. 2 Nan. Call 2591139 evenings.
Steady work. Call Ed 286-9609

TUTORING

DELUXE DRIVING SCHOOL
VALETPARICERS Valets needed
FOR SALE
is hiring behind the wheel &
for P/T eves & weekends. Fun,
MATH TUTOR- Retired Engineer/
flexible job during school. Park classroom instructors. Part time
COUCH AND CHAIRMath minor. Expenenced Elem,
Floral pont. Excellent condition
cars for weddings, parties and
now leading to full time sterner
H.S. and College algebra,
5150 Call 408-823-9083
special events In the Los Gatos
good pay. No Experience
pometry, tng tutor including
required. We will train you. High
area. Must be outgoing, friendly,
CBEST,
GED and SAT preparation.
and neat in appearance. No school grads. Over 18. good health
Back to basics. Call Al at
& no criminal reccrd. 999 W San
previous experience nec. Must be
ANNOUNCEMENTS
408-57&1568.
Carlos St. 408,971-7557
able to drive a 5 sp and have a
iwww.deluxedriving.com
IT’S ABOUT HAPPINESS
valid CDL and your own transp.
It’s about freedom. It’s about you! BI,UNGUAL MORAL CENTER
Eam up to $12.00/hr with Tips.
Math: Algebra Geometry
"WHAT IS SCIENTOLOGY?" Find
EARN EXTRA CASH $
Call Michael (Es Golden Gate Valet
Statistics - Trig - Calculus
out for yourself. Order "WHAT IS
Up to $600/month
(800) 825-3871_
Physics: Mechanics Electric
Become a Sperm Donor
SCIENTOLOGY?" And get your
Healthy males. 19-40 years old FREE personality test. Call Ilene at SAT - GED CBEST ESL - TOEFL
FREE RADIO + $12501
Computer: Vis.Basic, Vis.C++
the Church of ScientoloEy,
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Fundraiser open to student
Spanish: Ail levels
1400-293-8463.
Contact California Cryobank
groups & organizations.
Call: Michael 408-298-7576
650-324-1900, M-F, 8-4:30
Eam $3-$5 per Visa/MC app.
Email: tutor907630aol.com
FILING GOD, FINDING OURSELVES
We supply all materials at no
Listen to this weekly radio
SECURITY
cost. Call for info or visit our
Abcom Private Security
website. Qualified callers
program on 650 KSTE Sundays
TRAVEL
We will train you.
at 7:30am or with Real Audio at
receive a FREE Baby Boom Box.
www.tfccs.com/ram/bdcst/sen3Student Friendly.
14300-932-0528 x 65.
BE FLEXIBLE...
99b288. ram
FT, PT, Wkdys & Wknds.
vavw.ocmconcepts.com
All shifts. Flexible Schedule.
Europe 5448 r/t p4us taxes
40&247-4827
TRAVEL ANYTIME IN 1999!
OVUM DONORS NEEDED
Hawaii $119 o/v4
COMPUTERS ETC.
Women ages 21-32, Healthy,
Mexico/C,aribbean
$129 r/I +taxes
INSTRUCTIONAL
AIDES
Nationalities.
NI
Responsible.
GREATEST COMPUTER GAMES
CHEAP FARES WORLDWIDE!!!
Ed & Regular class.
Give the Gift of Life!!!
of all time! Over 500 games on
CALL: 415-834-9192
$8.52-512.10 hour.
53,500 stipend & expenses paid.
www.alrhitch.org
one CD.Call (408)380-3027 Now!
Saratoga School Dist. Call
lAt especially need
867-3424x200 for application &
Japanese and Chinese Donors,
information. Immediate Need
PLEASE CALL US AT WWFC
WANTED
OPPORTUNITIES
(SOO) 314-9996

REINITAL HOUSING

HAMMEFIED DULCIMER TUTOR
ACUFACTS SECURITY
2 BDRM APARTMENT $975/mo Have dulcimer. Live close to school.
GREAT JOB FOR STUDENTS!
Call Paul at 408-295-9146
Full & part-time positions available Security Type Building
Paid training
Secure Parking
Close to Campus
Excellent benefits
INSURANCE
Modern Building
No experience necessary
Apply in person at
Laundry Room
Village Apartments
BEST RATES an AUTO INSLRANCE
555 D Meridian Ave. San Jose.
Free Phone Quotes
Or call Laurie at 408-286-5880 576 South Fifth Street
No Driver Refused
(408) 295-6893
4x4’s
REPUTABLE MONTESSORI
Accidents
iooking for CANCAFE STAFF person SPACIOUS 1 & 2 BEAM APTS.
Cancelled
Parttime (2:30-6:30). Working Uve in luxury and walk to school!
Tickets
We offer a pool, spa, suana.
with elementary aged children.
full gym, on-site management, all
D.U.I.
Contact Lisa at 408-723.5140.
S.R. Filing
appliances included,central A/C.
Good Student Discount
Stop by today for a tour.
VERT UNION ASSISTANTS Job
Call us now
Open Monday thru Saturday.
Code 35SPD. PartTime & Full 408-244-9100
THE COLANNADE
Time. No Weekends. No Sales
Sam 8pm Mon. -Sat.
Quotas. Minimum 511.50/hr to 201So 4th St. (408)2793639.
ALL-COVERAGE INSURANCE
start. Provide member and teller
services. Requires HS Diploma or
SERVICES
equivalent, 1 yr teller experience,
good communication & PC skills.
VVRITING HELP:
We offer generous compensation
Highest quality writing. editing.
and benefits Including medical.
ghostwriting.
Essays, application
special
employee
dental. vision,
statements. reports. etc.
loans and opportunities for tuition
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at
assistance. Qualified candidates
(510) 601-9554 or
should fax or send resume to
email bolIckObest.com
40&756-2565. STAR ONE FCU,
VISA/MasterCard arrepted.
HR Dept. P.O. Bat 3643, Sunnyvale,
CA 94088-3643. Please include FREE wnting bps now available at
www.acedemicwrItIng.com
job code.
ACROSS
DO YOU BUOY WORKING WITH
CHILDREN? Small World Schools
is hiring Teachers, Aides & Subs
for their school-age child care
centers in San Jose. ECE. CD,
Psych. Soc, or Rec units required.
We doer oo-npetbffl pay. excellent
training. and a great work environment. If you are interested call
(408)283-9200 ext. 21.
INSTALLER/SIGN FABRICATOR:
Attention to detail a must! Related
experience preferred. Will be fabricating and installing signs. Room
for advancement. Good DMV. Able
to WI 50 lbs. 30-40 hrs Mt/Benefits
New Directions Sign Service
365 Woodview Drive 4300
Morgan Hill. CA 95037
Fax: (408) 778-7392.

INCOME TAXES
15% off w/ Student ID.
Ask about NEW
’98 Student Tax Credits!
CRS (408)281-3555, San Jose
or (510) 435-4061, Fremont.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% - 60%
on your dental needs.
For info call 1-800-655-3225.

WORD PROCESSING
ANNA’S WORD PROCESSING
Tenn papers. thesis, resumes.
group projects.etc. Typewriter
for your applications famed/law
sdeol, etc. Tape transcnption.
Fax Machine. Notary Public.
Call Anna at 972-4992.

ACCOUNTING CLERK Needed
Excellent math, people, logic,
Dime & organizational skills are a PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
must. Basic computer skills will Theses, Term Papers, Resumes,
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
be required. This Is a part time Grow Projects. etc. Al! forrnats,
responsible
K-8 school seeks
specializing in APA. Micro/mini
individuals for extended daycare, position. Mandatory hours are
P/T in tne afternoon. No ECE units 9:30 2pm (20 hrs/wk) Monday tape transcnption. Fax. Experienced,
dependable, quick retum.
rL,quired. Previous experience vath through Friday. Fax resume with
salary history to 408/554-9598.
children preferred. Flease call
244-1968 x 16

ULILIJULILICILICILLIJUILIJULLILICILLILILIQUIJLIJ
3 lines
4 lines
5 lines
6 lines
$1 for

$13
$14

After lbe fifth day. rate increases by 51 per day
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Additional words available in bold for S3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 lines:

Please check /
one classification:

Nemo

Four
Days
$11
512

$70
10-14 lines: $90
15-191ines: $110

Five
Days
$13
$14

$15
VS

Kerma

Zerear

ChSiwl
Pixne

Send check or money order In:
Spartan Daily aassifieds
Sonic.% State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209.
la Deadline 10:00 a m. two weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid. II No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive public.ations dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

_Campus Clubs’
Greek Messages’
_Events’
_Announairnents’
_Lost and Found_Volunteers’
_For Sale*
_Autos For Sale’
_Computers Etc
_Wanted’
_Employment
_Opportunities

Rental Housing
Shared Housing’
Real Estate
Services’
Health/Beauty*
Sports/Tholls’
Insurance
Entertainment’
Travel
Tutonng’
Word Processing
Scholarships

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.

**Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a

Fully loaded SSP. A/C, muffler. ebali
springs. Looks great! 514500.
(408)2276596

SSWOIRD

F.JULIJUIJUJUJUJUIJUJIJUQUIJJJUIL11:1[JULILli
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Three
Days
$9
510
$11
$12

isss MITS. ECLIPSE EIS-T 42K MI

Daily

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Two
One
Days
Day
$7
$5
58
$6
$7
59
$10
$13
each additional line.

AUTOS FOR SALE
1993 FORD PROBE 56K MILES
One owner. many extras. $6.500
Good cond. Bnan 573-9999.

OffifIrt

____ RATES FoR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CALI. 408-924-3277
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL

Ad Rates: 3-line minimum

IDEAL 3 DAY WICBC RETAIL 1013
Men’s clothing . Open only FoSat
Sun. Friendly environment. Call
970-0900 above days or come in
to 2010 Duane Av. S. Clara. Highway 101 Exit San Tomas, L on
Scott, L on Jay, R at 2010
Duane.Almaden/Branham area.
Call Linda (408) 264-4504.

ServiCe to the caMpuS

community.

1
5
9
13

Docile
Complain
Wine and Seize the throne
illegally
15 Fiery gem
16 Actor Estrada
17 Washer cycle
18 Actress Moreno
19 Zoo enclosure
20 Harp on
21 Stylish
23 Declared
25 Amaze
26 Ahab’s vessel,
e.g.
27 Joking
30 Be ill
31 Jordan’s capital
32 Certain siren
signal
37 Went to the
bottom
38 Waste time
40 Overdue
41 Tested
43 Went rowing
44 Deed
45 Dolled up
47 Cave
50 "The Mammoth
Hunters’ heroine
51 Ring -:
wedding
participant
52 Toward shelter
53 Run quickly
56 Writer Salon
57 Des Moines is
its capital
59 German river
61 Spoils
62 No, for Yeltsin
63 "- You’ve Been
Gone"
64 Swede’s
neighbor
65 ’Wha - is
new?
66 Blemish

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MOM MORO MOM
MOOR MUDOU MIZIO
OMMOO OMOOMUMOD
UMMIAM
DOM DOOM
@MUM MMUUMMU
DRUMM IMMO
IMMO MOM OUMM
OcIal MOMORMU OLIO
ODIUM GIUOM BOOM
@MOM 00010MEI
DUOMMIZIM OIDMOM
MMOM DOM
MOWOM
MBOUIMMOMM MOM
MOM OVUM OMMOM
IOCIN NEIDOM @IMAM
(01998UrdetcffeatureSyndicttle

DOWN
1
2
3
4

Rotate
Korea’s location
- bean
Sounds of
heSitation
5 Monotonous
6 "The Iliad," e.g.
7 Have a meal
8 In a gaudy
manner
9 Iron-on
picture
10 Angry
11 African river
12 - out. scraped
by with
14 Jelly thickener
22 Barbarian
24 Nursery item
25 Quench
(one’s thirst)
26 Room part
27 Speedy
28 Shanf of films
29 Former Atlanta
arena
32 Model Carol

33 Pack animal
34 Marshal
Wyatt 35 Fit to 36 Actor Foxx
38 Belief
39 Car
42 12/4/98. e.g.
43 Houston
eleven
45 Taste
46 Deli bread
47 Columbus’
Pod
48 Synthetic
fabric
49 Give a
speech
51 Hairless
52 Fills with
wonder
53 - oxide
54 Ancient
Peruvian
55 Equal
58 Popeye and
aye 60 Not hers

IIIIM MI Ilia
NINIMM MIMI WM
MOM MAME MOM
ME MEM=
ddiAMMEM
MEMMMildW
HEM
MOM WM= WM
MUM
MENEM=
IMO MUM=
diddlIMM
MUM MEMO MUM
MEM MI= MM.
MS= dlIMM MIME
MO
AMMIN MEM

WIry
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Political satirists
bring act to SJSU
By Terri Thorp
StiffW’riter
The comedy trio Culture Clash
will bring it’s unique talent of
political theater to the Morris
Dailey Auditorium at 7 p.m.
Tuesday.
The event is brought to San
Jose State University by Nu
Alpha Kappa and Associated
Students.
The theatrical performing trio
known as Culture Clash was
formed in 1984 by Sacramento
native Richard Montoya with
Ricardo Salinas and Herbert
Siquenza from San Francisco.
They have worked on stages
throughout the country, combining comedy with social commentary and awareness. The trio has
performed at the Lincoln Center,
off-Broadway, and at numerous
universities and colleges throughout the country. This year, Culture
Clash is celebrating its 15th
anniversary with a national tour.
The thrust of our work is political and satirical," Montoya said.
"Anyone who loves the truth and
loves to laugh is going to enjoy the
show."
Culture Clash believes the
future lies within university students and this is why they continue to perform at colleges all over
the country, said Montoya.
"I’m excited because this is the
first time our organization (Nu
Alpha Kappa) has brought someone so big to SJSU," said Jaime
Fonseca, a member of Nu Alpha
ICappa.
Together Culture Clash has
written and performed seven fulllength theater productions. The
trio also wrote and produced 30
episodes of "Culture Clash", a
Latino half-hour sketch comedy
for television, appeared on film

Monday,

M

1999

Getting a charge out of class

Preview
and published a book of plays.
The trio’s first book, "Life,
Death
and
Revolutionary
Comedy", includes the plays ’The
Mission," "A Bowl of Beings" and
"Radio Mambo"
Their play "The Mission" is
about three Latino’s from the mission district in San Francisco on
a quest to break into Hollywood
by kidnapping Julio Iglesias to get
an audition.
’We will combine performance,
discussion and read our favorite
pieces from our book of plays,"
Montoya said. "The discussion
will be about Chicanos in
Hollywood."
With the thousands of productions in Hollywood, there are very
few that include Latinos. Culture
Clash is taking on the fight with
our work and examining the battle happening in Hollywood,
Montoya said.
Members of Nu Alpha Kappa,
from both Sacramento State
University and Fresno State
University, will perform a
machete dance, a traditional
Mexican dance that uses machete
knives as performance tools. Grito
Serpentino, a Chicano arts
ensemble that includes spoken
word, theater and music influenced by Latin jazz, salsa, blues
and rock will also perform, according to J.J. Vallejo, vice president of
Nu Alpha Kappa at SJSU.
"We at Nu Alpha Kappa wanted to give SJSU’s students a
chance to see a multicultural
show where they could enjoy a
laugh and receive an important
political message at the same
time," Vallejo said.

Jeff Sawyer (left). and Kong Trang, computer science majors,
measure electronic potential to help them construct a picture of

Dai Sugano/Spartan Daily
an electronic field during a conceptional physics lab Thursday at
the Science Building.

Bartz: reverse discrimination suit in court
Continued from page 1
in, Kassing said, they are still
affiliated with the university.
Bartz’s complaint states a committee of campus managers
two Asian, two black, two
Hispanic and one caucasian
interviewed the top five or six
candidates and recommended
three.
In November of 1997, Bartz
said in the complaint, he was
among the top three selected by

that one of the previously eliminated candidates, Gustavo De La
Torre, would be given the position.
Caret declined to comment on
the case.
Carol Menaker, the direct,or of
communications for SJSU, said
that because of litigation being in
process, the administration
wouldn’t comment on the’ case.
However, she did say that Kassing
did the actual hiring of De La
Torre.
"Choosing De La Torre was

the committee. Kassing, from
there, was to make a final decision
and present it to President Robert
Caret.
The complaint alleges the university broke with the predetermined plan of hiring. He alleges in
the complaint that Caret called
back various candidates, including two Hispanics who had been
eliminated by the search committee, for personal interviews. Bartz
alleges in the complaint that it
was announced in early December

based entirely upon his qualifications," Menaker said.
Ken Swisher, media relations
manager from CSU, said university system backs SJSU’s hiring
decision.
"San Jose State hired the best
person for the job: Swisher said.
California State University
filed for dismissal of the complaint, but the case will be heard.
Calls were not returned from
Thomas Gosselin, the attorney
representing SJSU.

AYA**A

Graduatipn
Accelerat n
SJSU students
Sa
have learned that

Summer
Session

units help them

graduate up to
tvvo years earlier.
Register by Touchtone
beginning
Monday, March 22, 1999

Earn up to 12 units in 12 weeks
Sessions Start
June 1, June 21, July 12
and August 2, 1999
Free Schedules Available Now
Administration Building 103 lobby
Spartan Bookstore
Business Student Advising Center
Student Resource Center
Student Union Information Center
Clark Library lobby
Wahlguist North lobby
Parking garage stairwells
Robert’s Bookstore
Coll 408-924-2630 or
E -moil infoocemoil.sjsu.edu or

NEW
ONLINE
CLASSES!
SAME SUMMER SESSION FEE’

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
REPRINTS /ENLARGEMENTS

from

Konica
March 22 through March 27
REPRINTS OR ENLARGEMENTS I

3x5
4x6
5x7
8x10

$.15
$.20
$.99
$1.99

Applies to full frame 1 10 and 135,
full frame negatives

http://conted.sjsu.edu
http://info.sjsu.edu
KIP* I
S4’&

0074
San Jose State
UNIVERSITY

SpartanBookstore
httpWwww.spartanshops.sjsu.edu

EA.
EA.
EA.
EA.

